Abslucl-This paper draws aUenlion to the advanlages thai may arise in the dynamic analysis or conslramed multibody systems by applying special algorithms orinverse kinemalics developed in the field or robotics. The algorithms result in explicit (recursive) relations ror the arbitrary chosen dependent coordinates as funclions or the remaining (mdependent) ones. Thcn analogous velocity and acceleration rclalions are available. Using these explicit closing condition forms . minimal-dimension governing equations or a CQnSlraincd syslem can be rormulated conveniently. The aVOIdance or singularities in the analySIS 15 discussed . An illustratIve example 15 included.
I. INTRODUCTION
During the last two decades a considerable effort has been focused on the development afmethods and computational algorithms for mathematical modelling and simulation of multi body systems, see for ex.ample Ref. [I) . The methods are mainly concerned with effective formulation and numerical treatment of the dynamic equations of a general multi body system. In a compact form, the equations can be written as M(q, t)q ~ h(q, q, t),
where M is an n )( n symmetric positive-definite inertia matrix; q is an n-vector of generalized coordinates; the n-vector h represents the applied and gyroscopic forces; t is the time and n is the number of degrees of freedom. The above fonnulation is obtained easily for open-loop multi body systems with chain and tree topology . In many technological processes, however, the multibody systems come in contact with the environment and/or c1ased-loops are designed to improve their mechanical perfonnances. This leads to additional closing conditions (constraints) which have to be included in the dynamical modelling of the problem. The usual approach to the analysis of the constrained/closed-loop muhibody system dynamics consists of releasing the system from the additional constraints and/or "cutting" the closed-loops in order to build an "unconstrained" (open-loop) system with the tree structure. The dynamical equations of such a system can then be formulated in the form of equation (I) using the standardized multi body approach. In this case, however, the coordinates q are not independent and. towards retrieving the constrained/closed-loop features of the system, the so-called constraint reactions have to be added to the forces acting on the system. Hence, the dynamical equations of the constrained/closed-loop multi body system transform to Mij ~ h+ CTl, (2) where the term eTA. ex.presses the total af the constraint reactions represented in the directions of q; C is an m )( n constraint matrix dependent on q and I; A. is the m-vector of Lagrange undetermined multipliers; and m is the number of constraints on the system. Since l conserves m unknowns, equation (2) must be considered together with the m constraint equations. Limiting ourselves to the position (geometric, holonomic) constraints on the system, their usual analytical fonn is <J>(q, t) ~ 0, (3) and the dependence on time may express the prespecified or forced motion, far instance.
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Equations (2) and (3) fonn a set of mixed differential and algebraic equations (DAEs). There arc at least four leading methods for solving these equations: firstly by direct integration of the DAE system [2. 3J; secondly by explicit elimination of the multipliers A (4. 5J; thirdly by using the orthogonal complement matrix or analogous technique (6-8J: fourthly by using the coordinate partilioning(3. 9-11]. The first three methods treat the constraint equations transformed to the second-order kinematic fonn. i.c.
where C = c<P /i'q and c;, = eq + «(lIP let) , In consequence. the methods may lead to violation of the constraints defined in equation (3) , and special techniques, e.g. Baumgartc's constraint stabilization method (3.12. 13J. have to be applied (0 reduce the violation. Moreover. inefficiencies due to the numerical treatment of large-dimension DAE systems. the com pie" multiplication! inversion matri" operations leading to the elimination of A.. and the determination of an orthogonal complement matrix to C. respectively. very often depreciate attractiveness of the methods. The fourth method. which bases on an arbitrary choice of k = n -III independent coordinates ql from q. leads to minimal-order governing equations and releases the analysis from the problem of con straint violation . However. while the employed relations between the dependent and independent velocities and accelerations can usually be determined comparatively effectively and automatically by numerical operations. see for example Refs (3. 9J. the values of dependent coordinates qn for the current values of ql have to be determined by solving the constraint equations in the geometric form of equation (3) . and the latter process is often computationally inefficient. The coordinate partitioning formulation may also lead to singularities resulting in the necessity of redefining the set of independent coordinates. In this paper the attention is drawn on advantages that may arise in the dynamic analysis of constrained multibody systems by applying special algorithms of inverse kinematics developed in the field of robotics: a similar idea was suggested for e"ample in Ref. (14) and e"ploited in Ref.
[4J. Conceptually. the proposed method is equivalent to the coordinate partition ing method mentioned above. As opposed to that formulation. however. the reponed approach does not make usc of the constraint equations in the form of equation (3) . neither their differentiated forms . Instead. by applying procedures of inverse kinematics analysis, recursive relations between the dependent and independent coordinates. velocities and accelerations are introduced explicitly. This enables one to reduce effectively the governing equations to a minimal set and solve them efficiently. Possible variant formulations of the recursive relations for different sets of independent coordinates give a tool for avoiding the encountered singularities by changing the current set of independent coordinates; without any inconsistency in the initial value problem . An example is included to illustrate the advantages of the proposed method .
2, INVERSE KINEMATICS APPLICATION
Generally. the inverse kinematics problem of a manipulator is to calculate the joint coordinates and their time derivatives given the prespecified motion of the end·effector with respect to the task reference frame. There are several alternative methods for the determination of manipulator link positions. The most direct method bases on closing the transformation equations (from direct kinematics) formulated. for example, in terms of 4 x 4-matrices. for example Refs [1 5--17). Conceptually, this approach is equivalent to the formulation of closure condition equations in the form of equation (3) . For manipulators with particular geometric properties, c1osed-fonn solutions of the closure equations may also be obtained. The other method is based on partitioning a kinematic chain into two open subchains. This approach, used formerly in Ref. [18] for the kinematic analysis of certain spatial mechanisms. has been generalized and formulated systematically in Ref. [19) , see also Refs (20) (21) (22) (23) . The technique results in selecting relations with the reduced number of unknowns and leads to the recursive analytical solution for the joint coordinates and/or their time derivatives. The inverse kinematics analysis applied in this paper is based mainly on the latter method.
In the considered problem m closing conditions are imposed on an n -degree-of-freedom kinematic chain, m < n. Hence, m (dependent) joint coordinates qD can be determined from a set of m closure equations which are not, however, introduced here in the implicit fonn of equation (3) . The remaining k = n -m coordinates q, are independent, and the problem refers to the inverse kinematics analysis of a redundant robot. In order to solve the problem, the independent coordinates have to be conserved, and the bodies connected by these joints can be treated as substitute bodies which geometries depend on the conserved coordinates. Then using the aforementioned procedures for inverse kinematics analysis, due to the conserved coordinates describing the geometries of the substitute bodies, the recursive relations for the dependent coordinates will depend on the independent coordinates. For more details concerning the means by which the recursive relations can be derived, the reader is referred to Ref. [19] , and a simple application of the procedures is demonstrated in Section 4 of this paper. Symbolically, the relations can be wrinen as qo ~ g(q" I), (5) where g contains appropriately differentiable functions. Moreover, the inverse kinematics analysis supply the user with analytical recursive formulations for velocities and accelerations, which can be represented in the forms:
(6) (7) where the m x k matrix A and the m-veclors " and ~ are the symbolic forms of the actual relations obtained, denoted with the superscript (~), i.e. A(q" /) = A(q, t) = A(g(qlo I»; q(q" /) ~ ~(q, /) ~ ~(g(q" I)); and {(q"q" /) ~ e-(q" q, /) ~ e-(q" g(q" I)). Conceptually, equations (6) and (7) can be treated as differentiated forms of equation (5), although actually, they are o[[en determined differently in order to achieve the possible simplest forms of equations (6) and (7) [19, 20J; refer also to the example in Section 4 of this paper.
As shown in the next section, g, A, " and ~ defined in equations (5)-(7) playa crucial role in the subsequent fonnulation. As opposed to analogous formulations by application of coordinate partitioning method [3, 9] or the method exploited in Ref.
[II], the principle benefit of the inverse kinematics application to determine these terms is that all of them are obtained explicitly and analytically, though in a recursive way. Evidently, the choice of a set of independent coordinates q, can be, to some extent, arbitrary. In practice, in order to avoid singularities (matrix A may loose its maximal rank for particular configurations as described in a particular set of q/), variant fonnulations of equations (5)- (7) for different sets of q, from q can be derived and used accordingly. The idea of changing independent coordinates in order to avoid singularities is well known to kinematicians as well, see for example Ref. (24) . As stated in the following, the tum from one to another variant formulation will not result in any inconsistency in the initial value problem. Since equations (5) express, in fact, the constraint conditions on the system, and these equations as well as equations (6) and (7) are used explicitly in the final formulation, the reported analysis is released from the problem of the constraint violation in principle.
In Section 4, equations (5)- (7) are derived for the example case of study. For a general case, the relations may be complex. This fact and the recursive nature of the relations suggest that the proposed approach is rather computer-oriented. On the other hand, the effectiveness in formulating the relations depend greatly on the skill of the investigator in using the inverse kinematics procedures.
MINIMAL-DIMENSION GOVERNING EQUATIONS
As previously stated, the proposed method is conceptually equivalent to the coordinate partitioning method [9] . Therefore the following sequence will have some resemblence with the formulation of that method proposed in Ref. (11] . Nevertheless, for the sake of completeness and to establish a point of departure for further discussion, some fundamental definitions have to be reviewed from the point of view of the reported method.
Equation (5) (6) and (II). one obtains the reduced· dimension. purely kinetic equations of motion in qt . The equations can be written in the following s) mbohc form M ' (q" l)ii, = h'(q " q" I), ( 12) where \'. ' = DMDT and h' = D(h -M{OTC}T). The above equations are equivalent to the formu· lati o n o btained in Refs [9, II] by using the coordinate partitioning method. In this case, however. a ll the term s required for their derivation, that is A. ~. " and g(q,). are introduced explicitly and analytically by applying the inverse kinematics fonnulation (note that" and g(q,) have to be involved in q = [qJ g T (qt. t Wand q = DTqt + [OT" Tf in order to determine M(q, I) and h(4, q, e), and then M ' and h' ). In practice. it may be convenient to determine M ' using the following relation: (13) where Mil' Mil) = ML" and M Do are the appropriate block submatrices of M relating q, and qo.
respectively. Similarly, h' can be conveniently calculated as (14) Equation (12) represents the dynamic equations transformed to a minimal set. i.e. expressed in k independent coordinates. The computational procedure for numerical treatment of these equations is illustrated in Fig. I .
Evidently, for a particular choice of q, from q, singularities in the formulation may appear. The sin gularities will manifest by indetenninacy of the entries of A and, with reference to the
M·. h' (eqn.s. (13) and (14) fonnulation A = -CD I Ct. correspond to the cases when det(C D ) = 0, see also Refs (9, II] . In the case at hand, however. since A is defined analytically, the singularity points can be predicted in advance (in the standard coordinate partitioning approach, testing CD for det(C D ) =F 0 is suggested). Then. in order to avoid the singularities in the numerical solution of the problem, the fonnulation of equations (5)- (7) can be prepared for variant sets of q/. and the independent coordinates may be changed accordingly to avoid the singularities in advance. It is worth noting that a transition from one set of independent coordinates to another will require an appropriate rearrangement of position of entries in M and h due to the new coordinate partition defined in equation (8) . This process, however, can easily be automated. Note also that the change in the independent coordinates will not produce any inconsistency in the initial value problem of the redefined equation (12) . As stated above, q = (qj gT(q/o of and q = DTq/ + (OT" TJT are involved to formulate the equations, hence the current values of all entries of q and it are known at each instant of motion.
Summarizing, the derivation of the minimal-dimension dynamic equations of equation (12) involves the prior fonnulated dynamic equations for the open-loop/unconstrained system, equation (I) . and the explicit formulation of the closing conditions in the form of equations (5)-(7). On this basis, all the subsequent formulation can easily be automated in computations. including eventual changes in the current set of independent coordinates. Moreover. having equations (5)- (7) formulated for different possible sets of closing conditions on the system. constraint addition/deletion problems can be analysed by using the reported approach as well. 4 . EXAMPLE Consider a planar four-bar linkage shown in Fig. 2 . The linkage can be cut in any of the 0,(; = 1 •...• 4) joints. which wilt result in a one branch or two branch tree, respectively. Also, the coordinates q of the unconstrained system may be defined differently. Both these aspects will reflect the formulation of equation (I) and will influence the inverse kinematics algorithms for determining equations (5)- (7) . Here, q = [IX I IX2 alIT has been chosen as shown in Fig. 2 , and the case may represent a p1anar manipulator whose end-effector was constrained in the point 04'
Using the approach described in Refs [19] [20] [21] [22] , the system can be divided into the lower segment, i.e. links 0 (= ground) and I, and the upper segment. i.e, links 2 and 3. The closure condition for both these segments is
where n denotes the vector notation. After squaring equation (15), onc obtains (16) where 1 0 , I,. I~ and /} are described in Fig. 2 .
Due to the segmentation of the linkage through the joints 0 1 and 0 4 , the coordinate a l. which relates the joint O! . is not involved in equation (16) . Hence. either ill or 2 ) can be chosen as an independent coordinate of the system. From equation (16) 
In the following. cases a and b will relate to the choice of :X I or 2 1 as an independent coordinate. respectively. Note that for a given independent coordinate. two possible solutions for the dependent coordinate exist. Then, the complementary relation for detennination of :Xl can be obtained from the vector projections on the direction of v;c1; and it s perpendicular. i.e.
Equations (18) detennine explicitly 71 as a function of 7 , and 2' ) and. after introducing equations (17) , express recursively :x! (:x,) or 'l~(:x). respectively for case a or b.
The differentiation of equations (17) leads to:
. 101, cos~, .
:x J =---., 12/ ) sin:Xl .
. 1:/, cOS:X J .
:X I = --: X ) .
10/, cos:x, Then. from the velocity projections. one can receive ( 19.) (l9b) (20) Now, introducing equations (19) , :i: 1 can be stated as a linear function of the independent velocities 2:, or 2:) . respectively. i.e. Using equations (19) and ( respectively for qa = [~I~J'l} P and q,,, = [Ild; and q& = (/X J/X I/XIP and q fb = {/X}]. Then, the vector ~ introduced in equation (7) can be obtained after differentiating equatio ns (19) and (21). Respectively, where
It is evident that, after introducing equations (17)- (19) and (21), the matrix D and the vector ~ defined in equations (22) and (23) (17). (18). (22) and (23) .
respectively, suffice to derive the minimal-dimension dynamic equations in the form of equation (12) [for the case at hand. ~ = 0 since equations (17) and (18), referring to equation (5). do not depend explicitly on time]. In this example, one dyna mical equation will be obtained, k = 1. Due to the analytical complexity of the equation, it will not be written in this paper.
The above formulation allows one to introduce either alar /X) as an independent coordinate. In each case, singularities in the respective fonnulation exist: for case a, q,,, = [«,1, the singularity point is achieved when sin II) = 0; and for case b. q/b = [a)]. when cos 121 = O. At these points, the entries of respectively formulated A become indeterminate. which results in the indeterminancy of 0 and ( = Aql' However. excluding the cases when 10 = + I, + I, + I). the singularity points for cases a and b will never come together. Thus. as mentioned in Section 3, when approaching a particular singularity point in the process of numerical simulation. the current independent coordinate can be changed to the other one. This can be done due to the reported variant formulations, cases a and b, of the inverse kinematics formulas.
It may be of worth to discuss the meaning of the encountered singularities in more detail. Let us analyse. for example. the singularities for case b. q/b' = [::zd. Four singular configurations of the linkage are possible; two of them are shown in Fig. 3 . and the remaining two singular configurations arc their mirror pictures with respect to the ;t-axis. Note that at these configurations. the distance I~I . used to define the closure condition of equation (15) . achieves extrema. or due to the formulation of equation (16) . cos 2) achieves extrema. In other words. from the extremum condition which resulls in 2) sin II) = O. it follows that 2) = 0 at these points. since sin:x) ~ O. Thus. at these configurations. 7) cannot serve as an independent velocity to determine the dependent ones. i.e. 71 and 7!. according to equations (19b) and (2Ib). respectively. or according to equation (6) in general. Moreover. since the dependent velocities qa do not equal zero (in general) at these configurations. the indeterminancy of entries of A becomes evident as resulting in Ail, = " x ' 0" in equation (6). Concluding. the singularities for a particular choice of q, from q are of kinematical nature. i.e. are due to the particular choice of q, from q.
S. D1SCl;SSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Given the inverse kinematics formulations of equations (5) - (7) . the reported approach seems to be extremely efficient and attractive in applications. Simple and evident manipulations leading to the dynamical equations in independent coordinates can easily be automated in computations. and the analysis is released from the problem of constraint violation. Automatical avoidance of singularities in the analysis can also be achieved. Moreover. the approach is suited for analysing the constraint addition/deletion problems as well.
A possible disadvantage of the proposed method. as compared with the other methods for dynamic analysis of constrained multi body systems. may be a considerable amount of labour devoted usually to derive equations (5) - (7) . and very often. complexity of these (recursive) equations. As a rule. the closing conditions in the common form of equation (3) . i.e. 4J (q. I) = 0 are simpler to introduce; though their differentiated forms ~ = 0 and 4i = O. used in the other methods. involve often some complexity and difficulty in derivation. On the other hand. the efficiency of the inverse kinematics formulations depend greatly on the skill of the user. and the conjecture of the authors is that. for many practical applications. the inverse kinematics formulation of the closing conditions may be even superior to the traditional formulation .
The proposed method is rather computer-oriented. Given M. h. g. A. " and ~. the entries of M' and h' defined in equation (12) (20) to (21) in the reported example; in general. such a transformation may be not so evident]. On the other hand. a symbolical multibody system formalism like NEWEUL [I. 26] can be applied to derive equation (I) and the required manipulations symbolically. Using this fonnalism, given qD -g(q/. I). the entries of A. " and ~ can be derived symbolically as well . As a result, equation (12) can be obtained semi-automatically in the symbolic fonn. though the final form of these equations may be complex. These topics are not the scope of this paper. however.
